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What your son or daughter eats has a major impact on his brain and body function. Parents
who've followed Strickland's revolutionary plan have got reported great improvements in their child's
condition, from his mood, sleeping patterns, learning abilities, and behavior to his response to various
other treatment approaches. Filled with 75 balanced, kid-friendly recipes, and guidance on
overcoming sensory and feeding skill problems, Eating for Autism is an essential resource to greatly
help a child reach his complete potential. Consuming for Autism may be the first book to describe
how an autism, Asperger's, PDD-NOS, or ADHD condition can effectively end up being treated
through diet.Eating intended for Autism presents an authentic 10-step intend to change your child's
diet, starting with essential foods and supplements and shifting to more advanced therapies like the
Gluten-Free Casein-Free diet.
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from very basic concepts that might be useful to anyone wanting to improve their health I got this
book recently as a research tool to try and find ways to help my 20 year aged brother with
Asbergers syndrome. While a lot of the info is geared towards children, it really has a wealth of
information when it comes to nutrition, from extremely basic concepts that would be useful to
anyone attempting to improve their wellness, to autism spectrum-specific ideas. and my mom (his
single caretaker and number 1 1 champion) functions a full time job and includes a limited budget,
the "gluten-free, casein-free" diet often recommended by autism professionals is a little bit unrealistic.
Since my brother thinks of himself as an "adult" and really wants to make a lot of his own decisions
regarding meals he eats; Nevertheless, this author, instead of insisting that readers leap right into all
of that, suggests a 10 step plan, that involves gradually changing the whole family's diet as time
passes, so you can start with the basic methods, and then stop there if you are getting the results
you want and/or the rest seems as well challenging for your life style.buy it for that reason. I passed
it on to my mother tonight with parts I believed would be useful highlighted. I'll post another review
with more information regarding my brother's improvement once she has had a chance to
implement a few of the suggested changes. great jump off point what a great browse and a
wonderful place to start for food therapy. The tiny light in him just got brighter and brighter. My son
with aspberger's has now been GFCF for 8 months in fact it is a dramatic difference for him.
Outcomes began taking place for him with in the 1st two weeks. VERY USEFUL to my Child's DIET
PLAN This book helps me to determine what things to give my Child! If your son or daughter can be
on the spectrum, please consider this treatment for you personally child. Not only that, it EXPLAINS
everything to why we perform these special diets! It helps break Almost everything down from what
things to give your child and why you should provide it to your son or daughter. I was somewhat
disappointed in the recipes. I never would have known! Wanted more of a "mother or father" view
not clinic. . Good parent resource Informative and clearly written.I recommend to Everyone who's
seeking help for the first time....Not Thinking about the Recipes The research in this book is
excellent.. Five Stars Love this book, The recipes are so good.the facts are all there regarding
nutrition and supplements. Good parent resource.. Overall, it has been very useful as I've studied the
intro and first 3 chapters over the last couple of weeks. AND I didn't realize you should simplicity into
taking gluten out of your daily diet! Very Helpful Lots of helpful details in this book..too many
starches (rice flour, sorghum flour, etc.) for me personally. Also, xanthan gum can be used a lot.. My
children loves them plus they are easy to follow Four Stars Order arrived as expected! Three Stars I
will of just googled it Two Stars Too clinical of language for my liking. Great book. I recommend
“Eating for Autism” in the suggested reading portion of .. Excellent Research and Information. In her
book, “Taking in for Autism,” author Elizabeth Strickland outlines strategic, nutritional advice on what
parents and caregivers may use an optimal diet to effectively treat a multitude of children’s health
concerns. I recommend “Eating for Autism” in the suggested reading portion of Chapter 13:
Optimizing Your Children’s Wellness in my own book, . ..
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